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Lime Knx Push Button
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Lime Knx Push Button
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The push button has a lot of functions that can be used in a wide variety of
application areas. 

THE FOLLOWING LIST PROVIDES AN OVERVIEW:

Lime KNX Metal Keypad

- High end metal KNX push button

- Labeling cover can be customized with laser engraving

- Labeling cover area with back lighting design, easy to find in dark

- Extensive Operating Functions

- Configurable Bicolored LED Indicator for Each Button

- Commission and Project Design with ETS4 & ETS5

- Switching and Dimming Function

- Scene Recall and Storage Function

- Roller Blinds and Shutter Function

- Push Buttons can be adjusted for 1 or 2 button operation

- Powered by KNX Bus Power Supply, No Extra Power Supply Required

- Easy installation with a mounting bracket
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Lime KNX Metal Keypad
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The push button has a lot of functions that can be used in a wide variety of
application areas. 

THE FOLLOWING LIST PROVIDES AN OVERVIEW:

Lime KNX Touch Panel Keypad

- Ultra slim and luxury design

- Tempered glass front plate with high touch sensitivity

- Label can be printed and customized with the attached PVC paper

- Extensive Operating Functions

- Configurable Bicolored LED Indicator for Each Button

- Commission and Project Design with ETS4 & ETS 5

- Switching and Dimming Function

- Scene Recall and Storage Function

- Roller Blinds and Shutter Function

- Touch keys can be adjusted for 1 or 2 button operation

- Powered by KNX Bus Power Supply, No Extra Power Supply Required

- Easy installation with a mounting bracket
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Lime KNX Touch Panel Keypad
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Lime Knx Lida Keypad

INFINITE CUSTOMIZATION OF COATINGS, BUTTONS & MECHANISMS

- 4 buttons on a single panel.
- Standard buttons available in plate finish
- 15 available coatings on solid brass panel (more on demand)

well-defined edges...
This apparel, made with every dimension of Lime skills, has unquestionable character that combines
traditional taste and modern attitude.

Description
- Material : full brass.
- Windows opening : 4 holes for PB (ABCD).
- Button: round or square buttons .
- Silicone: to reduce sound impact between buttons and face plate.
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Lime Knx Lida Keypad
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Riva Knx Switch
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Riva Knx Switch
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Lime Knx Switch Actuators

- Time functions, logical functions, status, scenes (32), announce function, inhibit function, hour meter
- Load up to 140µF
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Lime Knx Switch Actuators

- Time functions, logical functions, status, scenes (32), announce function, inhibit function, hour meter
- Load up to 200µF
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Lime Knx Shutter Actuators
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- Time functions, positions, scenes (8), alarm function, inhibit function, status
- Mechanical contact locking for each channel
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BI4FS-L

BI4FS-L

BI4FS-L
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Lime Knx LED Dimmer & RGBW



Lime Knx LED Dimmer & RGBW
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Lime Knx Presence Detector 
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The Ceiling Presence Detector is installed on a ceiling and monitors an area below it. The device is used for the 
requirement-oriented control of lighting systems, room thermostats and other electrical consumers in interior 
rooms. Depending on the configuration, the device is operated for detecting motion (as a ceiling detector), 
evaluating presence (as a presence detector) and room surveillance (alert operation).
When used as a "ceiling detector", the device is normally installed in passageways of buildings for switching on 
the lighting automatically, as required. Lighting switched on by a ceiling detector is only switched off if there are 
no persons in the monitored area.
The application as a "presence detector" is normally used in areas where people spend longer periods of time (e.g. 
workplace as well as bathroom/toilet...) for controlling the lighting or heating/ventilation. The device can evaluate 
slightest motions in this application.
Unlike the ceiling detector functionality in brightness-dependent operation, brightness is evaluated continuously 
if the lighting is switched on, even during active motion detection. Thus, for example, lighting can be switched off 
when a defined brightness threshold is exceeded, e.g. by incoming daylight.

PIR movement sensors work by detecting the movement 
of body heat. Ideal for spaces where a defined detection 
pattern is required.

How PIR sensors work

Lime Knx Presence Detector 
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The Lime KNX power supply KNX PS640-L is a 640 mA power 
supply with high efficiency and a small footprint of only 
3US(52.5mm). The device has KNX bus choke output and an 
additional output for ancillary power.
The -30 ~ + 70 C wide temperature operation range can meet all 
kinds of application. LED indicators are used in case of normal 
operation, overload conditions and RESET operation. it is perfectly 
suitable to power up any products labeled with the KNX trademak. 
Lime KNX PS640-L is engineered to be a reliable and safe solution 
for KNX bus inviroment.
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